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Introduction

The goal for today
This talk is concerned with a few episodes from the history of logic. Our
point of departure is:
Carnap, R. Bachmann, F. 1936. Über Extremalaxiome. Erkenntnis 6,
166–188. Translated by H.G. Bohnert: Carnap, R. Bachmann, F.
1981. On Extremal Axioms. History and Philosophy of Logic 2, 67–85.
We will shortly discuss some extremal axioms in set theory. Extremal
axioms in algebra and geometry will be discussed on another occasion.
Finally, we share with the audience a few reflections about intended
models.
This is a continuation of my talk Towards conscious impotence.
Metalogical self-limitations, AALCS VIII, 2004.
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Introduction

Rudolf Carnap, Friedrich Bachmann

Rudolf Carnap
(1891–1970)
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

Problems with interpretation
Extremal axioms should guarantee that the models of a theory are uniquely
characterized (ideally, in a categorical way).
Carnap and Bachmann work in type theory.
Models are sequences of predicates. The role of analytic sentences.
Carnap, Bachmann 1981, 75: If ‘u, v , . . . , w , F , G , . . . , H’ and
‘x, y , . . . , z, J, K , . . . , L’ are two sequences of individual and predicate
variables which are abbreviated as ‘M’ and ‘N’, then ‘M ⊂ N’
abbreviates ‘u = x.v = y . . . w = z.F ⊂ J.G ⊂ K . . . H ⊂ L0 .
It should be kept in mind that at that time the authors did not have at
their disposal any developed model theory. In particular, investigations of
e.g. κ-categoricity have started much later.
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

Minimal and maximal axioms

Minimal and maximal axioms
Carnap and Bachmann discuss four general kinds of extremal axioms
(providing also some examples):
a minimal model axiom (e.g. Fraenkel’s Restriction Axiom)
a maximal model axiom (e.g. Hilbert’s Completeness Axiom)
a minimal structure axiom (e.g. axioms for successor function)
a maximal structure axiom (e.g. Hilbert’s Completeness Axiom
again; Carnap in Bericht über Untersuchungen zur allgemeinen
Axiomatik (1930) mentions also Induction Axiom here). [Attention!]
Extremal axioms are formulated in terms of complete isomorphisms.
Moreover, extremal axioms belong to the object language and not to
the metalanguage. [Cf.: real closed fields.]
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

Minimal and maximal axioms

A few definitions
A is a fragment of B (A C B) iff A 6= B and there exists a
monomorphism from A to B.
[Caution: we propose to understand authors’ ⊂ in this way, in case of
models in the modern first order sense.]
By a structure the authors mean any equivalence class under
complete isomorphism ∼
=v .
Structure S is a proper substructure of T (S @ T ) iff S 6= T and
there are A ∈ S and B ∈ T such that A is completely isomorphic with
a fragment of B.
S is a dividable structure iff there are distinct A, B ∈ S such that
A C B Otherwise it is undividable.
For example, the order type of natural numbers is a dividable
structure. Any of its finite segments is undividable.
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

Minimal and maximal axioms

A few definitions

The models A and B considered in the definitions below are supposed to
be models of some fixed theory T . We say that A satisfies:
a minimal model axiom (for T ), if there is no B such that B C A
and A 6= B,
a maximal model axiom (for T ), if there is no B such that A C B
and A 6= B,
a minimal structure axiom (for T ), if there is no B such that
A∼
=v B and B C A,
a maximal structure axiom (for T ), if there is no B such that
A∼
=v B and A C B.
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

Examples

A tiny example: monomorphisms of finite models
Consider the following axioms (∗) for a binary relation R:
∀x∀y ∀z ((R(y , x) ∧ R(z, x)) → y = z)
∀x∀y (R(x, y ) → ¬R(y , x))
∀x ¬R(x, x)
The field of R has exactly four elements.
There are exactly seven (up to isomorphism) models of these axioms whose
universe is a four element set. Some connections between them can be
presented on a structural diagram (cf. next slide).
Supplying (∗) with a corresponding extremal axiom will pick up minimal or
maximal models (and structures).
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Examples

A tiny example: monomorphisms of finite models
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

Examples

Another example: a minimal structure axiom
Consider the following axioms (F) for a binary relation R:
1

∀x∀y (R(x, y ) → ∃z R(y , z)),

2

∀x∀y ∀z (((R(x, y ) ∧ R(x, z)) → y = z)∧
∧((R(x, y ) ∧ R(z, y )) → x = z)),

3

R has exactly one initial element (i.e. the difference of domain and
counterdomain of R has exactly one element),

4

Minimal structure axiom for the above axioms: there are no X , Y , Q
such that (X , Q) C (Y , R) and (X , Q) ∼
=v (Y , R) [Attention!].

The authors claim that models of 1–3 are: ω (order type of natural
numbers) and ω together with any number (from zero to infinitely many,
they say) of finite R-loops and with any number of copies of ω ∗ + ω (order
type of integers). Here, ω is a minimal-structure model of (F).
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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A possibility of first order reconstruction

Problems with interpretation, again

Hidden parameters,
uncertainty
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Local consistency,
global inconsistency
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

A possibility of first order reconstruction

A possibility of first order reconstruction
Most likely, any first order reconstruction of Carnap-Bachmann proposals is
unreasonable. However, the very idea of small (poor) and big (rich) models
(and structures of models) may be expressed formally in terms of modern
model theory:
small (poor) models: atomic, minimal, and prime models;
big (rich) models: universal and saturated models.
Existence, uniqueness and further properties of such models are described
in model theory.
Moreover, there are numerous structure-preserving (or structure-extending)
relations between models which may serve as approximations of the
Carnap-Bachmann proposals.
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Carnap’s metalogical fancy: Gabelbarkeitssatz

Richard Dedekind, David Hilbert

Richard Dedekind
(1831–1916)
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Carnap, Bachmann 1936

Carnap’s metalogical fancy: Gabelbarkeitssatz

Carnap’s metalogical fancy: Gabelbarkeitssatz
The origin of categoricity-completeness problem: American Postulate
Theorists and Dedekind.
Fraenkel’s three notions of completeness.
Carnap’s Untersuchungen zur allgemeinen Axiomatik and related
papers.
Carnap’s proof of his Gabelbarkeitssatz (1928) was flawed.
A correct proof of the (correspondingly modified) theorem was given
by Tarski and Lindenbaum (1936).
In the meantime Gödel has obtained his famous Incompleteness
Theorem (1931).
The fancy-dream was over: categoricity and completeness are, in
general, incompossible.
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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The Fraenkel-Carnap question

The Fraenkel-Carnap question
Let K be a class of interpretations for a second order language L. We
say that K satisfies the Fraenkel-Carnap property provided the
complete second order theory of any member of K is categorical, if
finitely axiomatizable.
A is (second order) finitely axiomatizable iff there exists a sentence
ϕ such that A |= ϕ and for all sentences ψ: if A |= ψ, then ϕ |= ψ.
The Fraenkel-Carnap question: is every finitely axiomatizable
semantically complete second order theory categorical?
Dana Scott example („the smallest set satisfying ψ”).
Second order theory of a Dedekind algebra is categorical iff it is finitely
axiomatizable (G. Weaver, B. George).
Results concerning (second order) definability of ordinals and cardinals.
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Extremal axioms in set theory

Fraenkel: Axiom of Restriction

Fraenkel: Axiom of Restriction

Abraham Fraenkel
(1891–1965)
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Extremal axioms in set theory

Fraenkel: Axiom of Restriction

Fraenkel: Axiom of Restriction

Axiom der Beschränkheit. Außer den durch die Axiome II bis VII (bzw.
VIII) gefordeten Mengen existieren keine weitere Mengen. (Fraenkel 1928.)
Fraenkel is of course aware of the fact that this axiom does not belong
to the object language of set theory.
The axiom system in question does not contain the axiom of regularity
yet. This is one of the reasons for which Fraenkel has proposed the
Axiom of Restriction.
Some more reasons are explained in his discussion of the problem of
completeness of set theory. One should remember that that discussion
took place before Gödel’s results.
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Extremal axioms in set theory

Gödel: Axiom of Constructibility

Gödel: Axiom of Constructibility

Kurt Gödel (1906–1978)
with Adele (1899–1981)
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Extremal axioms in set theory

Gödel: Axiom of Constructibility

Gödel: Axiom of Constructibility

Understanding the powerset operation.
The constructible universe: the poorest powerset operation.
Gödel’s Axiom of Constructibility: all sets are constructible.
What do we need V = L for?
From Skolem’s relativism to Cohen’s relativism in set theory.
Why sober and mentally sane mathematicians reject the Axiom of
Constructibility?
The (ungrateful) role of logicians in The Cantor’s Paradise.
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Extremal axioms in set theory

Suszko: Axiom of Canonicity

Suszko: Axiom of Canonicity

Roman Suszko (1919–1979)
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Suszko: Axiom of Canonicity

Suszko: Axiom of Canonicity

Suszko, R. 1951. Canonic axiomatic systems. Studia Philosophica IV,
301–330.
Goal: explication of the Skolem’s (alleged) Paradox (without any
reference to the Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem).
Suszko is working within a metasystem (with constructible sets) over a
system of set theory with classes (resembling the Bernays system).
Categorematic names (k-names) and k-designation.
Axiom of Canonicity: every set is k-designated by a k-name.
Suszko claims that his axiom of canonicity is a formal counterpart of
the Fraenkel’s Axiom of Restriction.
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Extremal axioms in set theory

Critique of minimal axioms in set theory

Critique of minimal axioms in set theory

Ernst Zermelo
(1871–1953)
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Critique of minimal axioms in set theory

Critique of minimal axioms in set theory
The early critics: John von Neumann and Ernst Zermelo.
von Neumann’s Maximal Axiom: x is a proper class if and only if x
is equinumerous with V .
Zermelo’s transfinite hierarchy of normal domains (thought of as the
ever growing universe of set theory), with the assumption of the
existence of a transfinite sequence of strongly inaccessible
cardinals. Theorems concerning isomorphism and representation of
normal domains.
Gödel’s opinion on minimal (NO) and maximal (YES) axioms in set
theory.
The most destructive critique of minimal axioms: Fraenkel, A.A.,
Bar-Hillel, Y.,Levy. 1973. Foundations of set theory.
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Critique of minimal axioms in set theory

Fraenkel, Bar Hillel, Levy 1973

Yehoshua Bar Hillel
(1915–1975)
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Critique of minimal axioms in set theory

Fraenkel, Bar Hillel, Levy 1973
First Axiom of Restriction. Given a property Q of sets closed under
set-forming operations, one claims that every set has the property Q.
Second Axiom of Restriction. All sets are constructible (in Gödel’s
sense) and there is no transitive set-model of ZF.
The First Axiom of Restriction is equivalent to the conjunction: axiom
of regularity and a sentence expressing the fact that there are no
strongly inaccessible cardinals.
The Second Axiom of Restriction implies the First, and decides
(positively) the GCH.
Both Axioms of Restriction assert that some sets do not exist (First:
there are no not-well-founded sets, Second: there are no
non-constructible sets).
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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Critique of minimal axioms in set theory

Fraenkel, Bar Hillel, Levy 1973: pragmatic postulates
In the case of the axiom of induction in arithmetic and the axiom of completeness
in geometry, we adopt these axioms not because they make the axiom systems
categorical or because of some metamathematical properties of these axioms, but
because, once these axioms are added, we obtain axiomatic systems which
perfectly fit our intuitive ideas about arithmetic and geometry. In analogy,
we shall have to judge the axioms of restriction in set theory on the basis of how
the set theory obtained after adding these axioms fits our intuitive ideas about
sets. To restrict our notion of set to the narrowest notion compatible with the
axioms of ZFC just for the sake of economy is appropriate only if we have
absolute faith that the axioms of ZFC (and the statements they imply) are the
only mathematically interesting statements about sets. It is difficult to conceive
of such absolute faith in the sufficiency of the axioms of ZFC (as one would have
in, say, the full axiom of comprehension if it were not inconsistent). Even if one
had such a faith in the axioms of ZFC, it is likely that he would settle rather
for something like the axiom of completeness, if there were some
reasonable way of formulating it. [Page 117. Emphasis: JP.]
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Looking for maximal axioms in set theory

Large cardinals axioms
Mostowski’s critical view on strong infinity axioms.
Large cardinals axioms, provability and consistency strength.
Large cardinals axioms and reflection principles.
Conflict between maximal and minimal axioms. For example, the
existence of a measurable cardinal implies ¬V = L.
Indispensability, non-arbitrariness and mathematical fruitfulness of
large cardinals axioms.
Problem. One may ask whether there is any reasonable (say, second order)
reconstruction of Carnap-Bachmann proposals which would be applicable
to maximal axioms in set theory (i.e. applicable to large cardinal axioms).
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Intended model: a purely pragmatic concept?

Intended and standard models
The standard model of arithmetic is a prime model of PA.
Tennenbaum’s Theorem. Let M |= PA be nonstandard. Then M is
not recursive.
Do the above two facts suffice to justify the claim that the standard
model of arithmetic is its intended model?
What about similar (without any reference to pragmatic aspects)
characterizations of intended models of other theories? Look at the
hard case: set theory.
Is the concept of the intended model language independent?
Should it be related to representation theorems?
Should it remain a purely pragmatic concept?
Jerzy Pogonowski (MEG)
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